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Abstract. Computer science o�ers a large set of tools for prototyping, writing, running, testing, validating, sharing
and reproducing results, however computational science lags behind. In the best case, authors may provide their source
code as a compressed archive and they may feel con�dent their research is reproducible. But this is not exactly true.
Jonathan Buckheit and David Donoho proposed more than two decades ago that an article about computational results
is advertising, not scholarship. �e actual scholarship is the full so�ware environment, code, and data that produced
the result. �is implies new work�ows, in particular in peer-reviews. Existing journals have been slow to adapt:
source codes are rarely requested, hardly ever actually executed to check that they produce the results advertised
in the article. ReScience is a peer-reviewed journal that targets computational research and encourages the explicit
replication of already published research, promoting new and open-source implementations in order to ensure that the
original research can be replicated from its description. To achieve this goal, the whole publishing chain is radically
di�erent from other traditional scienti�c journals. ReScience resides on GitHub where each new implementation of a
computational study is made available together with comments, explanations, and so�ware tests.
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Introduction
�ere is a replication crisis in Science (Baker, 2016;
Munafò et al., 2017). �is crisis has been highlighted in
�elds as diverse as medicine (Ioannidis, 2005), psychology
(Open Science Collaboration, 2015), the political sciences
(Janz, 2015), and recently in the biomedical sciences (Iqbal,
Wallach, Khoury, Schully, & Ioannidis, 2016). �e reasons
behind such non-replicability are as diverse as the domains
in which it occurs. In medicine, factors such as study power
and bias, the number of other studies on the same ques-
tion, and importantly, the ratio of true to no relationships
among the all relationships probed have been highlighted
as important causes (Ioannidis, 2005). In psychology,
non-replicability has been blamed on spurious p-values
(p-hacking), while in the biomedical sciences (Iqbal et al.,
2016), a lack of access to full datasets and detailed protocols
for both clinical and non-clinical biomedical investigation is
seen as a critical factor. �e same remarks were recently
issued for chemistry (Coudert, 2017). Surprisingly, the
computational sciences (in the broad sense) and computer
sciences (in the strict sense) are no exception (Donoho,
Maleki, Rahman, Shahram, & Stodden, 2009; Manninen,
Havela, & Linne, 2017) despite the fact they rely on
code and data rather than on experimental observations,
which should make them immune to the aforementioned
problems.

When Collberg and colleagues (Collberg et al., 2014;
Collberg, Proebsting, & Warren, 2015) decided to measure
the extent of the problem precisely, they investigated
the availability of code and data as well as the extent
to which this code would actually build with reasonable
e�ort. �e results were dramatic: of the 515 (out of 613)
potentially reproducible papers targeted by the study, the
authors managed to ultimately run only 102 (less than
20%). �ese low numbers only re�ect the authors’ success
at running the code. �ey did not check for correctness
of the code (i.e., does the code actually implement what
is advertised in the paper), nor the reproducibility of the
results (does each run lead to the same results as in the
paper). One example of this problem can be found in
Topalidou, Leblois, Boraud, and Rougier (2015), in which
the authors tried to replicate results obtained from a
computational neuroscience model. Source code was not
available, neither as supplementary material to the paper
nor in a public repository. When the replicators obtained
the source code a�er contacting the corresponding author,
they found that it could not be compiled and would be
di�cult to reuse for other purposes.

Confronted with this problem, a small but growing
number of journals and publishers have reacted by
adopting explicit policies for data and so�ware. Examples
can be seen in the PLOS instructions on Materials and
So�ware Sharing and on Data Availability, and in the
recent announcement by eLife on forking (creating a
linked copy of) so�ware used in eLife papers to GitHub.
Such policies help to ensure access to code and data in a
well-de�ned format (Perkel, 2016) but this will not guar-
antee reproducibility nor correctness. At the educational

and methodological levels, things have started to change
with a growing literature on best practices for making
computations reproducible (Sandve, Nekrutenko, Taylor,
& Hovig, 2013; Crook, Davison, & Plesser, 2013; Wilson
et al., 2014; Halchenko & Hanke, 2015; Janz, 2015; Hinsen,
2015). Related initiatives such as So�ware and Data Car-
pentry (Wilson, 2016) are of note since their goal is to make
scientists more productive, and their work more reliable, by
teaching them basic computing skills. Such best practices
could be applied to already published research codebases
as well, provided the original authors are willing to take
on the challenge of re-implementing their so�ware for the
sake of be�er science. Unfortunately, this is unlikely since
the incentives for doing such time-consuming work are
low or nonexistent. Furthermore, if the original authors
made mistakes in their original implementation, it seems
likely that they will reproduce their mistakes in any
re-implementation.

Replication and reproduction
While recognition of the replication crisis as a problem for
scienti�c research has increased over time, unfortunately
no common terminology has emerged so far. One reason
for the diverse use of terms is that each �eld of research
has its own speci�c technical and social obstacles on the
road to publishing results and �ndings that can be veri�ed
by other scientists. Here we brie�y summarize the ob-
stacles that arise from the use of computers and so�ware
in scienti�c research, and introduce the terminology we
will use in the rest of this article. We note, however, that
there is some disagreement about this particular choice of
terminology even among the authors of this article.

Reproducing the result of a computation means running
the same so�ware on the same input data and obtaining the
same results. �e goal of a reproduction a�empt is to ver-
ify that the computational protocol leading to the results
has been recorded correctly. Performing computations re-
producibly can be seen as a form of provenance tracking,
the so�ware being a detailed record of all data processing
steps.

In theory, computation is a deterministic process and ex-
act reproduction should therefore be trivial. In reality, it is
very di�cult to achieve because of the complexity of to-
day’s so�ware stacks and the tediousness of recording all
interactions between a scientist and a computer (although
a number of recent tools have a�empted to automate such
recording, e.g. Guo & Engler, 2011; Davison, 2012; Murta,
Braganholo, Chirigati, Koop, & Freire, 2015). Mesnard and
Barba explain (Mesnard & Barba, 2016) how di�cult it can
be to reproduce a two-year-old computation even though
all possible precautions were taken at the time to ensure
reproducibility. �e most frequent obstacles are the loss
of parts of the so�ware or input data, lack of a comput-
ing environment that is su�ciently similar to the one used
initially, and insu�cient instructions for making the so�-
ware work. An obstacle speci�c to numerical computa-
tions is the use of �oating-point arithmetic, whose rules

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/materials-and-software-sharing
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/materials-and-software-sharing
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/data-availability
https://elifesciences.org/elife-news/inside-elife-forking-software-used-elife-papers-github
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are subject to slightly di�erent interpretations by di�erent
compilers and runtime support systems. A large variety
of research practices and support tools have been devel-
oped recently to facilitate reproducible computations. For
a collection of recipes that have proven useful, see Kitzes,
Turek, and Deniz (2017).

Publishing a reproducible computational result implies
publishing all the so�ware and all the input data, or ref-
erences to previously published so�ware and data, along
with the traditional article describing the work. An ob-
vious added value is the availability of the so�ware and
data, which helps readers to gain a be�er understanding
of the work, and can be re-used in other research projects.
In addition, reproducibly published results are more trust-
worthy, because many common mistakes in working with
computers can be excluded: mistyping parameter values
or input �le names, updating the so�ware but forge�ing
to mention the changes in the description of the method,
planning to use one version of some so�ware but actually
using a di�erent one, etc.

Strictly speaking, reproducibility is de�ned in the
context of identical computational environments. How-
ever, useful scienti�c so�ware is expected to be robust
with respect to certain changes in this environment.
A computer program that produces di�erent results
when compiled using di�erent compilers, or run on two
di�erent computers, would be considered suspect by most
practitioners, even if it were demonstrably correct in one
speci�c environment. Ultimately it is not the so�ware that
is of interest for science, but the models and methods that
it implements. �e so�ware is merely a vehicle to perform
computations based on these models and methods. If
results depend on hard-to-control implementation details
of the so�ware, their relation to the underlying models
and methods becomes unclear and unreliable.

Replicating a published result means writing and then
running new so�ware based on the description of a com-
putational model or method provided in the original pub-
lication, and obtaining results that are similar enough to
be considered equivalent. What exactly “similar enough”
means strongly depends on the kind of computation be-
ing performed, and can only be judged by an expert in the
�eld. �e main obstacle to replicability is an incomplete or
imprecise description of the models and methods.

Replicability is a much stronger quality indicator than
reproducibility. In fact, reproducibility merely guarantees
that all the ingredients of a computation are well docu-
mented. It does not imply that any of them are correct
and/or appropriate for implementing the models and meth-
ods that were meant to be applied, nor that the descrip-
tions of these models and methods are correct and clear.
A successful replication shows that two teams have pro-
duced independent implementations that generate equiv-
alent results, which makes serious mistakes in either im-
plementation unlikely. Moreover, it shows that the second
team was able to understand the description provided by
the �rst team.

Replication can be a�empted for both reproducible and
non-reproducible results. However, when an a�empt to
replicate non-reproducible work fails, yielding results too

di�erent to be considered equivalent, it can be very di�cult
to identify the cause of the disagreement. Reproducibility
guarantees the existence of a precise and complete descrip-
tion of the models and methods being applied in the orig-
inal work, in the form of so�ware source code, which can
be analyzed during the investigation of any discrepancies.
�e holy grail of computational science is therefore a re-
producible replication of reproducible original work.

�e ReScience initiative
Performing a replication is a daunting task that is tradi-
tionally not well rewarded. Nevertheless, some people
are willing to replicate computational research. �e
motivations for doing so are very diverse (see Box 1).
Students may want to familiarize themselves with a
speci�c scienti�c domain, and acquire relevant practical
experience by replicating important published work.
Senior researchers may critically need a speci�c piece of
code for a research project and therefore re-implement a
published computational method. If these people write a
brand new open source implementation of already pub-
lished research, it is likely that this new implementation
will be of interest for other people as well, including the
original authors. �e question is where to publish such
a replication. To the best of our knowledge, no major
journal accepts replications in computational science for
publication. �is was the main motivation for the creation
of the ReScience journal (rescience.github.io) by Konrad
Hinsen and Nicolas P. Rougier in September 2015.

Box 1. Authors having published in Rescience explain their
motivation.

(Stachelek, 2016) I was motivated to replicate the results of
the original paper because I feel that working through code
supplements to blog posts has really helped me learn the process
of scienti�c analysis. I could have published my replication as
a blog post but I wanted the exposure and permanency that
goes along with journal articles. �is was my �rst experience
with formal replication. I think the review was useful because
it forced me to consider how the replication would be used by
people other than myself. I have not yet experienced any new
interactions following publication. However, I did notify the
author of the original implementation about the replication’s
publication. I think this may lead to future correspondence. �e
original author suggested that he would consider submi�ing his
own replications to ReScience in the future.

(Topalidou and Rougier, 2015) Our initial motivation and
the main reason for replicating the model is that we needed
it in order to collaborate with our neurobiologist colleagues.
When we arrived in our new lab, the model had just been
published (2013) but the original author had le� the lab a few
months before our arrival. �ere was no public repository
nor version control, and the paper describing the model was
incomplete and partly inaccurate. We managed to get our hands
on the original sources (6,000 lines of Delphi) only to realize we
could not compile them. It took us three months to replicate
it using 250 lines of Python. But at this time, there was no
place to publish this kind of replication to share the new code
with colleagues. Since then, we have re�ned the model and
made new predictions that have been con�rmed. Our initial
replication e�ort really gave the model a second life.

(Viejo, Girard, and Khamassi, 2016) Replicating previous
work is a relatively routine task every time we want to build

https://rescience.github.io
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a new model: either because we want to build on this previ-
ous work, or because we want to compare our new model to
it. We also give replication tasks to M.Sc. students every year, as
projects. In all these cases, we are confronted with incomplete
or inaccurate model descriptions, as well as with the impossibil-
ity to obtain the original results. Contacting the original authors
sometimes solves the problem, but not so o�en (because of the
dog ate my hard drive syndrome). We thus accumulate knowl-
edge, internal to the lab, about which model works and which
doesn’t, and how a given model has to be parameterized to really
work. Without any place to publish it, this knowledge is wasted.
Publishing it in ReScience, opening the discussion publicly, will
be a progress for all of us.

ReScience is an openly-peer-reviewed journal that tar-
gets computational research and encourages the explicit
replication of already published research. In order to
provide the largest possible bene�t to the scienti�c com-
munity, replications are required to be reproducible and
open-source. In two years of existence, 17 articles have
been published and 4 are currently under review (#20, #39,
#41, #43). �e editorial board covers a wide range of com-
putational sciences (see h�p://rescience.github.io/board/)
and more than 70 volunteers have registered to be re-
viewers. �e scienti�c domains of published work are
computational neuroscience, neuroimaging, computa-
tional ecology and computer graphics, with a majority in
computational neuroscience. �e most popular program-
ming languages are Python and R. �e review process
takes about 100 days on average and involves about
50 comments. �ere is a strong bias towards successful
replication (100%); experience has taught us that re-
searchers are reluctant to publish failed replications, even
when they can prove that the original work is wrong.
For young researchers, there is a social/professional risk
in publishing articles that show results from a senior
researcher to be wrong. Until we implement a certi�ed
anonymized submission process, this strong bias will most
likely remain.

One of the speci�cities of the ReScience journal is a
publishing chain that is radically di�erent from any other
traditional scienti�c journal, since ReScience lives on
GitHub, a platform originally designed for collaborative
so�ware development. A ReScience submission is treated
very similarly to a contribution to an Open Source so�-
ware project. One of the consequences is that the whole
process, from submission via reviewing to publication, is
open for anyone to see and even comment on.

Each submission is considered by a member of the ed-
itorial board, who may decide to reject the submission if
it does not respect the formal publication criteria of Re-
Science. A submission must contain

• a precise reference to the work being replicated,

• an explanation of why the authors think they have
replicated the paper (same �gures, same graphics,
same behavior, etc.) or why they have failed.

• a description of any di�culties encountered during
the replication,

• open-source code that produces the replication re-
sults,

• an explanation of this code for human readers.

A complete submission therefore consists of both com-
puter code and an accompanying article, which are sent
to ReScience in the form of a pull request (the process
used on GitHub to submit a proposed modi�cation to a
so�ware project). Partial replications that cover only some
of the results in the original work are acceptable, but must
be justi�ed.

If the submission respects these criteria, the editor as-
signs it to two reviewers for further evaluation and tests.
�e reviewers evaluate the code and the accompany-
ing material in continuous interaction with the authors
through the discussion section until both reviewers con-
sider the work acceptable for publication. �e goal of the
review is thus to help the authors meet the ReScience qual-
ity standards through discussion. Since ReScience targets
replication of already published work, the criteria of im-
portance or novelty applied by most traditional journals
are irrelevant.

For a successful submission (i.e. partial or full replica-
tion) to be accepted, both reviewers must consider it re-
producible and a valid replication of the original work. As
we explained earlier, this means that the reviewers

• are able to run the proposed implementation on their
computers,

• obtain the same results as indicated in the accompa-
nying paper,

• consider these results su�ciently close to the ones re-
ported in the original paper being replicated.

For a failure to replicate submission to be accepted, we
require extra steps to be taken. In addition to scrutiny of
the submission by reviewers and editors, we will try to
contact the authors of the original research, and issue a
challenge to the community to spot and report errors in
the new implementation. If no errors are found, the sub-
mission will be accepted and the original research will be
declared non-replicable.

Since independent implementation is a major feature of
replication work, ReScience does not allow authors to sub-
mit replications of their own research, nor the research
of close collaborators. Moreover, replication work should
be based exclusively on the originally published paper, al-
though exceptions are admi�ed if properly documented in
the replication article. Mistakes in the implementation of
computational models and methods are o�en due to biases
that authors invariably have, consciously or not. Such bi-
ases will inevitably carry over to a replication. Perhaps
even more importantly, cross-fertilization is generally use-
ful in research, and trying to replicate the work of one’s
peers might pave the way for a future collaboration, or may
give rise to new ideas as a result of the replication e�ort.

https://github.com/ReScience/ReScience-submission/pull/20
https://github.com/ReScience/ReScience-submission/pull/27
https://github.com/ReScience/ReScience-submission/pull/30
https://github.com/ReScience/ReScience-submission/pull/30
http://rescience.github.io/board/
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Lessons learned
Although ReScience is still a young project, the submis-
sions handled so far already provide valuable experience
concerning the reproducibility and replicability of compu-
tational work in scienti�c research.

Short-term and long-term reproducibility
While some of the reasons for non-reproducibility are
speci�c to each scienti�c domain, our experience has
shown that there are also some common issues that can
be identi�ed. Missing code and/or data, undocumented
dependencies, and inaccurate or imprecise description ap-
pear to be characteristic of much non-reproducible work.
Moreover, these problems are not always easy to detect
even for a�entive reviewers, as we discovered when some
articles published in ReScience turned out to be di�cult
to reproduce for someone else for exactly the reasons
listed above. ReScience reviewers are scientists working
in the same domain as the submi�ing authors, because
familiarity with the �eld is a condition for judging if a
replication is successful. But this also means that our re-
viewers share a signi�cant common background with the
authors, and that background o�en includes the so�ware
packages and programming languages adopted by their
community. In particular, if both authors and reviewers
have essential libraries of their community installed on
their computers, they may not notice that these libraries
are actually dependencies of the submi�ed code. While
solutions to this problem evidently exist (ReScience could,
for example, request that authors make their so�ware
work on a standard computational environment supplied
in the form of a virtual machine), they represent an
additional e�ort to authors and therefore discourage them
from submi�ing replication work to ReScience. Moreover,
the evaluation of de-facto reproducibility (“works on my
machine”) by reviewers is useful as well, because it tests
the robustness of the code under small variations in the
computational environments that are inevitable in real
life. Our goal is to develop a set of recommendations for
authors that represent a workable compromise between
reproducibility, robustness, and implementation e�ort.
�ese recommendations will evolve over time, and we
hope that with improving technology we will ultimately
reach full reproducibility over a few decades.

Another issue with reproducibility is that with today’s
computing technology, long-term reproducibility can only
be achieved by imposing drastic constraints on languages
and libraries that are not compatible with the require-
ments of research computing. �is problem is nicely
illustrated by Mesnard and Barba (2016) whose authors
report trying to reproduce their own work performed two
years earlier. Even though Barba’s group is commi�ed
to reproducible research practices, they did not escape
the many problems one can face when trying to re-run a
piece of code. As a consequence, code that is wri�en for
ReScience today will likely cease to be functional at some
point in the future. �e long-term value of a ReScience
publication lies not just in the actual code but also in the

accompanying article. �e combination of the original
article and the replication article provide a complete and
consistent description of the original work, as evidenced
by the fact that replication was possible. Even 5, 10, or
20 years later, a competent scientist should be able to
replicate the work again thanks to these two articles. Of
course, the new code can also help, but the true long-term
value of a replication is the accompanying article.

Open reviewing
�e well-known weaknesses of the traditional anonymous
peer-reviewing system used by most scienti�c journals
have motivated many experiments with alternative re-
viewing processes. �e variant adopted by ReScience is
similar to the ones used by F1000Research or PeerJ, but is
even more radically open: anyone can look at ReScience
submissions and at the complete reviewing process, start-
ing from the assignment of an editor and the invitation of
reviewers. Moreover, anyone with a GitHub account can
intervene by commenting. Such interventions could even
be anonymous because a GitHub account is not required
to advertise a real name or any other identifying element.
ReScience does currently require all authors, editors, and
reviewers to provide real names (which however are not
veri�ed in any way), but there are valid reasons to allow
anonymity for authors and reviewers, in particular to allow
junior scientists to criticize the work of senior colleagues
without fear of retribution, and we envisage exploring such
options in the future.

Our experience with this open reviewing system is very
positive so far. �e exchanges between reviewers and au-
thors are constructive and courteous, without exception.
�ey are more similar in style to a co�ee-table discussion
than to the judgement/defence style that dominates tradi-
tional anonymous reviewing. Once reviewers have been
invited and have accepted the task, the editors’ main role
is to ensure that the review moves forward, by gently re-
minding everyone to reply within reasonable delays. In
addition, the editors occasionally answer questions by au-
thors and reviewers about the ReScience publishing pro-
cess.

�e possibility to involve participants beyond the tradi-
tional group of authors, editors, and reviewers is particu-
larly interesting in the case of ReScience, because it can
be helpful to solicit input from the authors of the original
study that is being replicated. For example, in one recent
case (#28), a reviewer suggested asking the author of the
original work for permission to re-use an image. �e au-
thor intervened in the review and granted permission.

Publishing on the GitHub platform
GitHub is a commercial platform for collaborative so�-
ware development based on the popular version control
system git. It o�ers unlimited free use to public projects,
de�ned as projects whose contents are accessible to every-
one. All ReScience activities are organized around a few
such Open Source projects hosted by GitHub. �is is an
unusual choice for a scienti�c journal, the only other jour-

https://github.com/ReScience/ReScience-submission/pull/28
http://github.com/
https://git-scm.com/
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nal hosted on GitHub being �e Journal of Open Source
So�ware (Smith et al., 2017). In this section, we discuss the
advantages and problems resulting from this choice, con-
sidering both technical and social issues.

�ere are clear di�erences between platforms for so�-
ware development, such as GitHub, and platforms for sci-
enti�c publishing, such as HighWire. �e la�er tend to be
expensive commercial products developed for the needs of
large commercial publishers, although the market is begin-
ning to diversify with products such as Episciences. More
importantly, to the best of our knowledge, no existing sci-
enti�c publishing platform supports the submission and re-
view of code, which is an essential part of every ReScience
article. For this reason, the only option for ReScience was
to adopt a so�ware development platform and develop a
set of procedures that make it usable for scienti�c publish-
ing.

Our experience shows that the GitHub platform pro-
vides excellent support for the reviewing process, which
is not surprising given that the review of a scienti�c arti-
cle containing code is not fundamentally di�erent from the
review of code with accompanying documentation. One
potential issue for other journals envisaging adoption of
this platform is the necessity that submi�ing authors have
a basic knowledge of the version control system Git and
of the techniques of collaborative so�ware development.
Given the code-centric nature of ReScience, this has not
been a major problem for us, and the minor issues have
been resolved by our editors providing technical assistance
to authors. It is of course possible that potential authors
are completely discouraged from submi�ing to ReScience
by their lack of the required technical competence, but so
far nobody has provided feedback suggesting that this is a
problem.

�e main inconvenience of the GitHub platform is its
almost complete lack of support for the publishing steps,
once a submission has successfully passed the reviewing
process. At this point, the submission consists of an arti-
cle text in Markdown format plus a set of code and data
�les in a git repository. �e desired archival form is an
article in PDF format plus a permanent archive of the sub-
mi�ed code and data, with a Digital Object Identi�er (DOI)
providing a permanent reference. �e Zenodo platform al-
lows straightforward archiving of snapshots of a reposi-
tory hosted on GitHub, and issues a DOI for the archive.
�is leaves the task of producing a PDF version of the ar-
ticle, which is currently handled by the managing editor
of the submission, in order to ease the technical burden on
our authors.

A minor inconvenience of the GitHub platform is its im-
plementation of code reviews. It is designed for review-
ing contributions to a collaborative project. �e contrib-
utor submits new code and modi�cations to existing code
in the form of a “pull request”, which other project mem-
bers can then comment on. In the course of the exchanges,
the contributor can update the code and request further
comments. Once everybody is satis�ed, the contribution is
“merged” into the main project. In the case of ReScience,
the collaborative project is the whole journal, and each ar-
ticle submission is a contribution proposed as a pull re-
quest. �is is, however, not a very intuitive representation

of how a journal works. It would be more natural to have
a separate repository for each article, an arrangement that
would also facilitate the �nal publishing steps. However,
GitHub does not allow code review on a new repository,
only on contributions to an already existing one.

Relying on a free-use o�er on a commercial platform
poses some additional problems for scienti�c publishing.
GitHub can change its conditions at any time, and could
in principle delete or modify ReScience contents at any
time without prior notice. Moreover, in the case of tech-
nical problems rendering ReScience contents temporarily
or permanently inaccessible, the ReScience community has
no legal claims for compensation because there is no con-
tract that would imply any obligations for GitHub. It would
clearly be imprudent to count on GitHub for long-term
preservation of ReScience content, which is why we de-
posit accepted articles on Zenodo, a platform designed for
archiving scienti�c information and funded by research or-
ganizations as an element of public research infrastructure.

�e use of free services provided by GitHub and Zenodo
was clearly important to get ReScience started. �e incen-
tives for the publication of replication work being low, and
its importance being recognized only slowly in the scien-
ti�c community, funding ReScience through either author
page charges or grants would have created further obsta-
cles to its success. A less obvious advantage of not hav-
ing to organize funding is that ReScience can exist without
being backed by any legal entity that would manage its
budget. �is makes it possible to maintain a community
spirit focused on shared scienti�c objectives, with nobody
in a position to in�uence ReScience by explicit or implicit
threats of reducing future funding.

Outlook
Based on our experience with the ReScience initiative, we
can engage in informed speculation about possible future
evolutions in scienti�c publishing, in particular concern-
ing replication work. We will not discuss minor technical
advances such as a be�er toolchain for producing PDF ar-
ticles, but concentrate on long-term improvements in the
technology of electronic publishing and, most of all, in the
a�itude of the scienti�c community towards the publica-
tion, preservation, and veri�cation of computer-aided re-
search.

A fundamental technical issue is the di�culty of archiv-
ing or accurately describing the so�ware environments in
which computational scientists perform their work. A pub-
lication should be accompanied by both a human-readable
description of this environment and an executable binary
form. �e human-readable description allows an inspec-
tion of the versions of all so�ware packages that were used,
for example to check for the impact of bugs that become
known only a�er a study was published. �e executable
version enables other scientists to re-run the analyses and
inspect intermediate results. Ideally, the human-readable
description would permit rebuilding the executable ver-
sion, in the same way that so�ware source code permits
rebuilding executable binaries. �is approach is pursued
for example by the package manager Guix (Courtès & Wur-

http://home.highwire.org/
https://www.episciences.org/
https://zenodo.org/
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Figure 1. A The ReScience publication chain starts from an orig-
inal research article by authors A, published in a journal, in con-
ference proceedings, or as a preprint. This article constitutes the
base material for authors B, who a�empt to replicate the work
based on its description. Success or failure to replicate is not a
criterion for acceptance or rejection, even though failure to repli-
cate requires more precaution to ensure this is not a misunder-
standing or a bug in the new code. A�er review, the replication
is published, and feedback is given to original authors (and ed-
itors) to inform them the work has been replicated (or not). B
The CoScience proposal would require the replication to happen
before the actual publication. In case of failure, nothing will be
published. In case of success, the publication will be endorsed by
authors A and authors Bwith identified roles and will be certified
as reproducible because it has been replicated by an independent
group.

mus, 2015). A more limited but still useful implementation
of the same idea exists in the form of the conda package
manager (Anaconda Inc., 2017), which uses a so-called en-
vironment �le to describe and reconstruct environments.
�e main limitation compared to Guix is that the packages
that make up a conda environment are themselves not re-
producible. For example, a conda environment �le does not
state which compiler versions were used to build a pack-
age.

Containerization, as implemented e.g. by Docker
(Docker Inc., 2017) is currently much discussed, but
provides only the executable version without a human-
readable description. Moreover, the long-term stability of
the container �le format remains to be evaluated. History
has shown that long-term stability in computing technol-
ogy is achieved only by technology for which it is a design
priority, as in the case of the Java Virtual Machine (Lind-
holm & Yellin, 1999). Docker, on the contrary, is promoted
as a deployment technology with no visible ambition to-
wards archiving of computational environments.

Today’s electronic publishing platforms for scienti�c re-
search still show their origins in paper-based publishing.
Except for the replacement of printed paper by a print-
able PDF �le, not much has changed. Although it is in-
creasingly realized that so�ware and data should be inte-
gral parts of most scienti�c publications today, they are at
best relegated to the status of “supplementary material”,
and systematically excluded from the peer review process.
In fact, to the best of our knowledge, ReScience is the only
scienti�c journal that aims to verify the correctness of sci-
enti�c so�ware. As our experience has shown, it is far eas-
ier to gra� publication onto a so�ware development plat-
form than to integrate so�ware reviewing into a publishing
platform. Furthermore, tools that will allow for the auto-
mated validation of computational models and the auto-
mated veri�cation of correctness are being actively devel-
oped in the community (see, for example, SciUnit or OSB-
model-validation). An integration of such frameworks,
which would greatly enhance the veri�cation and valida-
tion process, seems feasible for the existing so�ware de-
velopment platforms.

A logical next step is to fully embrace the technology
designed for so�ware development, which far be�er takes
into account the speci�city of electronic information pro-
cessing than today’s scienti�c publishing systems. In ad-
dition to the proper handling of code, such an approach
o�ers further advantages. Perhaps the most important one
is a shi� of focus from the paper as a mostly isolated and
�nished piece of work to scienti�c progress as a collec-
tion of incremental and highly interdependent steps. �e
So�ware Heritage project, whose aim is to create a perma-
nent public archive of all publicly available so�ware source
code, adopts exactly this point of view for the preserva-
tion of so�ware. As our experience with ReScience has
shown, integrating the narrative of a scienti�c article into
a framework designed for so�ware development is not dif-
�cult at all. Publishing and archiving scienti�c research in
So�ware Heritage would o�er several advantages. �e in-
trinsic identi�ers that provide access to the contents of the
archive permit unambiguous and permanent references to
ongoing projects as well as to snapshots at a speci�c time,

https://github.com/scidash/sciunit
https://github.com/OpenSourceBrain/osb-model-validation
https://github.com/OpenSourceBrain/osb-model-validation
https://www.softwareheritage.org/
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and to whole projects as well as to the individual �les that
are part of them. Such references hold the promise for bet-
ter reuse of scienti�c information, for be�er reproducibil-
ity of computations, and for fairer a�ribution of credit to
scientists who contribute to research infrastructure.

One immediate and legitimate question is to wonder to
what extent a replication could be performed prior to the
publication of the original article. �is would strongly re-
inforce a claim because a successful and independent repli-
cation would be available right from the start. As illus-
trated in Figure 1, this would require group A to contact
group B and send them a dra� of their original work (the
one that would be normally submi�ed to a journal) such
that group B could perform a replication and con�rm or re-
fute the results. In case of con�rmation, a certi�ed article
could be later published with both groups as authors (each
group being identi�ed according to their respective roles).
However, if the replication fails and the original work can-
not be �xed, this would prevent publication. �is model
would improve the quality of computational research and
also considerably slow down the rapid pace of publication
we are observing today. Unfortunately, such a scenario
seems highly improbable today. �e pressure to publish is
so strong and the incentive for doing replication so low that
it would most probably prevent such collaborative work.
However, we hope that the current replication crisis will
lead to a change in a�itude, with an emphasis on the qual-
ity rather than the quantity of scienti�c ouput, with Co-
Science becoming the gold-standard approach to quality
assurance.
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